Introduction
Future high performance architectures will face two major bottlenecks that will ultimately limit computer performance: memory access time and wire delays inside a chip.
Memory access time is already today's most important problem when high performance microprocessors are considered. The disparity between the CPU clock frequency, in the 200Mhz-600Mhz range, and the time required to access off-chip main memory, 10 to 20 times larger, causes significant delays when the processor must idle waiting for data to arrive from memory.
Wire delays are also a major cause of concern. The difference between transistor commutation speed and signal propagation speed on a wire determines that today's cycle times are mostly dominated by signal *This work was supported by the Ministry of Education of Spain under contract 0429195 and by the CEPBA.
propagation delays. This effect limits the maximum practical size of a fully synchronous processor.
High Performance Computing
Historically, there have been two different approaches to high performance computing: znstructaon-level parallelzsm (ILP) and data-level parallelzsm (DLP) . The ILP paradigm seeks to execute several instructions each cycle by exploring a sequential instruction stream and extracting independent instructions that can be sent to several execution units in parallel. The DLP paradigm, on the other hand, uses vectorization techniques to specify with a single instruction (a vector instruction) a large number of operations to be performed on independent data. A few of these vector instructions running concurrently can provide a large operation parallelism for many consecutive cycles.
The ILP paradigm has been exploited using combinations of several high performance techniques: superscalar out-of-order execution [a, 20, 6] , decoupling [18 , VLlW execution [7, 51 and multithreading [1, 19, 12 I .
The current generation of microprocessors all use superscalar execution coupled with a complex memory hierarchy based on several cache levels to attempt executing 4 instructions per cycle.
The DLP paradigm has been exploited using vector instruction sets and appears primarily in parallel vector supercomputers (PVP's) [16, 13, 141. Unfortunately, traditional vector supercomputers have focused exclusively on DLP and have not exploited ILP techniques as much as current microprocessors.
Future Challenges
The two paradigms for high performance face different problems when we consider the challenges of future processors. The main difference in the two approaches stems from the different semantic contents of their instruction sets. Scalar instruction sets following RISC principles have very simple instructions where each instruction normally specifies one elementary operation (two or three at most). Vector instruction sets, on the other hand, also have simple instructions but each instruction specifies several independent elementary operations to be performed on independent data (the number of operations can be varied at run-time).
Memory Access Tzme
Memory access time is already today's most important problem when high performance rrticroprocessors are considered [4, 171. Currently, microprocessor performance improves at rate of 60% each year while DRAM speed only improves at less than 10% per year. To overcome the memory latency problem, current superscalar micros use increasingly large caches to keep up performance. Nonetheless, despite out-of-order execution, non blocking caches and prefetching, superscalar micros do not make an efficient use of their memory hierarchies. Since load/store instructions are mixed with computation and setup code, dependencies and resource constraints prevent memory operations to be launched every cycle. The result is that each cache miss turns out to be a very long latency operation. When high memory latencies are considered, scalar instruction sets have severe shortcomings: to cover up a memory latency of 100 processor cycles, a superscalar machine should have more t,han a hundred inflight operations. Extracting such a large number of independent operations from a sequentially specified program is a daunting task.
On the contrary, vectors have inherent advantages when it comes to memory usage. A single instruction can exactly specify a long sequence of memory addresses. These may be consecutive, may be separated by some fixed stride length, or may be irregularly placed in memory. Consequently, the hardware has considerable advance knowledge regarding memory references, can schedule these accesses in an efficient way, and needs to access no more data than is actually needed. In addition, a vector memory operation is able to amortize startup latencies over a potentially long stream of vector elements. These features would seem to make vector architectures ideal for the current trend toward relatively expensive memory bandwidth and longer memory latencies as measured in processor cycles.
Wzre Delays
When wire delays are considered, ILP also presents clear scalability problems. Analysis of the circuit complexity of current superscalar processors [15] show that the wakeup and select logic needed in wide issue machines does not scale favorably when feature size is decreased. These results pose serious questions on the feasibility of very wide centralized superscalar machines (16-or 32-wide). By contrast, the DLP model allows parallel (and therefore zndependent) execution of many operations. These operations do not interchange information and can be physically partitioned into independent sub-blocks that need not communicate to each other. This property reduces the amount of wiring between blocks and allows many blocks to work at the same time almost asynchronously.
DLP drawbacks
Despite all the advantages of the DLP paradigm, it has two main drawbacks. First, it is not truly general' purpose. While it matches well engineering and numerical codes that require large bandwidths and/or have large data sets it does not allow efficient execution of general purpose irregular applications. Second, recent research [9, 11, 101 has shown that in order to scale to very large memory latencies DLP base vector machines should also incorporate ILP techniques. Unfortunately, this has not been the case in vector machines to date.
What is the importance of regular, data-parallel code in the marketplace ? For many years, the majority of the scientific computing applications have fit very well in the data paxallel model. There is a large body of vectorizable code that was optimized for yesterday's vector supercornputers which is being run on today's superscalar microprocessors. These codes still retain their data parallel characteristics. Moreover, in recent years the fraction of applications that contain highly regular, data parallel code has increased. In particular, many DSI' and multimedia applications -graphics, compression, encryption -are very well suited for vector implementation [3]. We believe that the fraction of regular vectorizable applications is important enough to deserve special attention in future processors.
Merging ILP and DLP
The goal of this paper is to show that ILP and DLP can be merged in a single architecture to execute regular vectorizable code al, a performance level that can not be achieved using either paradigm on its own. We will try to show that the combination of the two techniques yields very high performance at a low cost and a low complexity: the resulting architecture has a relatively simple control unit, tolerates very well memory latency and can be easily partitioned into regular blocks to overcome the wire delay problem of future VLSI implementations. Also, the control simplicity and the implementation regularity both help in achieving very short cycle times.
It is important to clarify that we do not believe that DLP based vector architectures will replace current ILP based superscalar machines. Rather, this paper tries to make the case that, given enough transistor resources, both paradigrns should be implemented together in the same chip.
This paper will present a simultaneous vector multithreaded architecture that combines the ILP and DLP paradigms. We will show that this architecture achieves a sustained performance on numerical regular codes that is 20 tim.es the performance that can be achieved with today's superscalar microprocessors. Moreover, we will show that the architecture can tolerate very large memory latencies, of up to a 100 cycles, with a relatively small performance degradation.
The Simultaneous Multithreaded Vector Architecture (SMV)
The architecture we propose can be seen in figure 1.
It combines the DLP paradigm with several techniques borrowed from the ILP world: out-of-order execution, register renaming and multithreading. The combination of all this techniques is rather straightforward.
As it can be seen from the figure, if we ignore the vector subunit and the multithreading features, the block diagram of the architecture is almost that of a MIPS R10000.
Multithreading and out-of-order execution are combined as it has been proposed for superscalar processors [19] , to yield a simultaneous multithreaded vector architecture. The idea is that multithreading is only seen at the fetch, decode and commit stages. The fetch engine selects one out of T threads and fetches several instructions (4 or 8) on behalf of it. The decoder renames the instructions using a per-thread rename table and, once renamed, instructions are all thrown into several common execution queues. Inside the queues all instructions are indistinguishable and almost no thread information is kept (only in the reorder buffer and memory queue). All dependences are preserved through register names. Since independent threads use independent rename tables, no false dependences or conflicts can arise.
Except for the fetch, decode and commit stages, where thread information is important, all other stages look like today's superscalar microprocessors. Register files hold pools of physical registers that are shared dynamically among threads. At any point in time, the units can be used by the same or by different threads.
The vector unit is described as having 128 vector registers, each holding 128 64-bit registers, and has four independent functional units (all fully general purpose). Each vector unit processes 8 pairs of elements and generates 8 results per cycle. In order to implement such wide units, replication is used. The idea is that each vector register is chopped in as many pieces as required. If one desires K-way parallel vector units, then each vector register is chopped in K pieces. We will refer to each piece as a vector lane. Assuming I< = 8, lane 0 would hold register elements 0, 8, 16, etc., while lane 1 would hold register elements 1, 9, 17, etc. The important feature of this replication strategy is that all lanes work completely synchronously and completely independently. Therefore, from a logical point of view, the dispatch logic in the vector queue only "sees" four vector units.
Execution proceeds as follows. On each cycle, the fetch unit fetches 4 instructions on behalf of a certain thread. These instructions are renamed and can be any mixture of scalar, memory or vector instructions. Once renamed, each type of instruction goes to its corresponding queue. From the instruction queues any combination of instructions that are independent and that can belong or not to the same thread can be dispatched to execute onto the functional units. Out-of-order execution happens between all types of instructions, scalar, memory and vector. However, the individual operations inside vector instructions are executed in-order, albeit in a K-way parallel mode. That is, once a vector instruction seizes a resource, it will use it until completion, without allowing other vector instructions to share it.
The selection of parameters is as follows: the number of physical vector registers is essentially the product of the number of threads and the number of physical registers needed to sustain good performance on each thread (16, see [ll] for a discussion). Note that 16 vector register is twice the number of logical registers in the Convex C34 architecture, which is the base for our performance simulations. The length of each vector register (128) has been chosen to match that of the Convex registers (and is the same as in the Cray C90 and T90). Simulations indicate that, with ILP techniques, the length of each vector register is less of an issue and that, in some cases, it can be reduced down to 16 or 32 elements without impacting performance.
The organization of the memory ports deserves special attention. In the example presented the maximum bandwidth for scalar memory references is two words per cycle. Clearly, a lot more bandwidth is required in order to keep the K-wide vector functional units busy, even for low values of IC. The solution is to provide two K words wide data paths connecting the memory system and the vector unit. The idea is that on vector memory references, the processor only specifies every K'lh element and the memory system responds by providing between 1 and K words (depending on stride). Stride-1 memory accesses proceed at A' words per cycle, stride-2 proceed at K / 2 words per cycle, stride-4 accesses proceed at K/4, and so forth. Once the stride is equal or larger than IC, the memory operation proceeds at a maximum of 1 word per cycle. This scheme, while not the most powerful, has two advantages. First, it cuts down the number of address pins required. Second, it allows a very cheap memory system to be designed around the SMV. Using the same DRAM technology of current superscalar workstations, the DRAM lines could be used to provide the I< words required for stride-1 accesses.
Machine configurations
We will look at several different variations of the SMV architecture, changing the T , N and IC parameters (refer to fig. 1 ). Depending on the number of threads running concurrently on the machine (either 2, 4 or 8) the hardware required varies. For example, 32 physical vector registers are enough two support execution of 2 threads (16 registers per thread), while the 8-thread machine requires 128 different vector physical registers. Also, the fetch bandwidth needs to be adjusted depending on the number of contexts.
We will present data for three values of K (IC = 1, IC = 4 and at the very high end, I< = 8), in order to show a range of possible performance points that future architectures combining ILP and DLP might achieve.
The three main configurations under study can be seen in table 1. The main differences between them is in the peak number of memory words that each machine can transfer per cycle. Configuration C1 has one port that can transfer one word per cycle, configuration C4 has a 4-wide memory port that can transfer, for vector stride-1 accesses, a peak of 4 words per cycle. Finally, configuration C16 has two memory ports each being $-way wide, tlhus being able to reach a peak transfer of 16 words per cycle. We have chosen a 2 x 8 port scheme insteadl of having a single 16-wide memory port to maximize the efficiency of each port. Our measurements indicake that 87% of all vector memory accesses are performed using stride-1, 3.2% using stride 2, 1.7% stride 4 a.nd the remaining 8% uses strides larger than 16. For stride-1 accesses, both schemes work equally well, provided there are always at least two vector loads ready to go. This is fairly common since we are using both multithreading and out-of-order execution to maximize occupation of all resources. For strides larger than 16 and for gather/scatter instructions, it is better two have two ports that work at 1 word per cycle than having only a 16-wide port that can only transfer one word per cycle.
In all configurations, we always maintain a 1:2 ratio between memory words that can be transferred per cycle (MPC) and the number of vector operations that can be performed per cycle (VOPC). The C1 machine can do 2 VOPC, the C4 machine does 8 VOPC and the C16 machine can perform up to 32 vector operations per cycle. In the biggest configuration under study, the C16 with 8 threads, we have increased also the number of scalar functional units, to avoid that these become a bottleneck.
From the point of view of control complexity, the programs on a Convex C3400 machine. Then we selected the 8 programs that achieved at least 85% vectorization. Table 2 presents some statistics for the selected programs. Column number 2 indicates to what suite each program belongs. Next two columns present the total number of instructions issued by the decode unit, broken down into scalar and vector instructions. Column five presents the number of operations performed by vector instructions. Each vector instruction can perform many operations (up to 128), hence the distinction between vector instructions and vector operations, The sixth column is the percentage of vectorization of each program. We define the percentage of vectorization as the ratio between the number of vector operations and the total number of operations performed by the program (i.e., column five divided by the sum of columns three and five). Finally column seven presents the average vector length used by vector instructions, and is the ratio of vector operations and vector instructions (columns five and four, respectively). This paper will use a trace driven approach to estimate the performance achievable using a simultaneous multithreaded architecture. We take the Convex vectorized binaries for the eight pro rams selected and process them using the Dixie tool f8]. The dixiemodified binaries are run on the Convex machine. These runs produce the desired set of traces that accurately represent the execution of the programs. The traces are then fed to a cycle level simulator of the SMV machine.
To evaluate the performance of the simultaneous multithreaded vector architecture, we run the eight benchmark programs simultaneously on the 2, 4 or 8 contexts available in the architecture and measure the total execution cycles. The simulation procedure is as follows: first we order the 8 programs in some random way (flo52, swm256, su2cor, tomcatv, nasa7, hydro2d, bdna, arc2d). Then we start the simulation by running as many programs concurrently as the degree of the machine allows. When a program completes, the next yet-to-be-run program from the list is started on the hardware context that just became available. This methodology ensures that we are always performing exactly the same amount of work (that is, we always execute the 8 programs to completion) and this allows comparison of the SMV performance against a superscalar machine. We note that this procedure has an important drawback (which shows especially in the 8 thread machine): since not all programs require the same time to execute, there is a fraction of time where we have much less than 8 threads running concurrently. Consequently, the results presented should be taken as a first conservative approximation.
Performance Results
To be able to compare the performance of the SMV against current superscalar microprocessors we define the following indicator of performance:
(1)
total M I P S RlOOOO instructions S M V cycles E I P C =
EIPCstands for "Equivalent IPC" where IPC indicates the number of instructions executed per cycle in the machine. To compute this measure of performance, we run the 8 programs on a MIPS RlOOOO processor. Using its hardware performance counters, we counted the total number of instructions executed (graduated) for each program. The result is shown in table 3. Then, we add up together all these instructions to get the numerator of equation 1. Table 3 also shows the total number of cycles required to execute each program (in millions) and the resulting IPC (the ratio of columns 1 and 2).
The intuitive sense of the EIPC measure is simple: an EIPC of 10 indicates that a superscalar machine - Table 3 : Performance of the benchmarks when run on an RlOOOO processor. First column is number of executed instructions in millions). Second column is total execution cycles i in millions) and column IPC is the ratio of columns 1 and 2.
should sustain a performance of 113 instructions executed each cycle to match the performance of the SMV machine introduced in this paper. Figure 2 plots the performance of the three configurations of the SMV under study in terms of equivalent IPC. For each configuration we have performed three experiments varying main memory latency from 1 to 100 cycles, and plot results for 2, 4 and 8 threads (where applicable). As it can be seen, performance for this highly vectorizable codes is very good, and can be 20 times over the performance of a current state-of-the art microprocessor.
Starting with configuration C1, we see that exploiting both ILP and DLP yields a performance that is 3.4 times the performance of an R10000, with relatively simple hardware. That is, the peak performance of the C1-SMV architecture is somewhere over 3 operations per cycle (2 VOPC plus 1 MPC plus a few scalar instructions that are run in parallel with the vector code). In terms of EIPC, the C1-SMV achieves 2.65 for 2 threads and 2.7 for four threads. Two points are both noting: first, increasing the number of threads does not yield any specific improvlement and second, memory latency does not significady affect performance (from 1 cycle to 100 cycles there is less than a 2% degradation). The reason behind both points is that two threads executing instructions out-of-order are almost enough to saturate the memory port. Once the memory port is almost always busy, there is no point in adding more threads. Moreover, since the port is almost always sending requests, main memory latency of each individual request is hidden and the architecture becomes very tolerani, to large memory latencies.
Configuration C4 has 4 times the number of resources (vector and memory) of configuration C1.
With 2 threads, the EIPC is boosted up to 7.49, which represents almost a three-fold improvement over C1 (a factor of 2.82). With four threads, EIPC reaches 7.73, an improvement of 2.85 over C1. It is interesting to note that this EIPC is reached fetching and decoding just 4 instructions per cycle. The fact that the EIPC is over 4 shows the semantic advaintage of exploiting DLP: although only 4 instructions are fetched per cycle, each instruction contains more operations than its scalar counterpart, and, therefore, a higher-than-4 EIPC can be achieved. Why is the speedup of configuration C4 over C1 clearly smaller than 4 ? Applying Amdahl's law to the distribution of memory strides, we observe the following: although the bus is 4-wide, only 87% of all memory accesses make full use of it (those that are stride-1). A 3.2% only use half the available bandwidth (stride-2) and the remaining 9.7% of accesses proceed at one word per cycle (using only 1/4 of the bandwidth). Therefore., the average number of words transferred per cycle is bounded by I.
0.097+ g F + 7
o,87 = 3.02 Thus, the maximum speedup possible is bounded by this factor, and the actual speedups we are observing are very close to it (2.85).
We now turn our attention to configuration C16.
First, let's use again Amdahl's law to derive the maximum throughput that its two %way memory ports can deliver. Using similar values as above, and knowing that 1.7% of all accesses are stride-4, we can derive the maximum throughput as:
Note that there are two memory ports and, hence, the 8% of accesses that have a stride larger than 8 proceed at a relative speed1 of 2 . It is very interesting to repeat this exercise assuming a single 32-wide memory port. The resulting equation is:
The effective throug,hput of this wider bus is actually lower! This shows that there is a compromise between the amount of ILP and DLP that can be exploited in the memory system. Amdahl's law tends to favor many buses that are relatively thin, but the amount of independent busses that can be successfully exploited is limited by the available ILP in the program. Reciprocally, the DLP paradigm tends to favor a few very wide busses, but the relative importance of non-unit strides ultimai,ely limits the maximum width that can provide speedups.
Configuration C16 achieves a maximum EIPC of 21.14, a factor of 7.83 over configuration C1 which represents an 80% of the best possible speedup. Several differences with the previous configurations appear. First, a memory latency sensibly influences performance. For example. consider the three data points for the %thread machine. Between the best and worst cases, there is about a 15% difference in EIPC. This is a relatively low impact considering that memory latency is being increased 100-fold and yet, it is much larger than the 2% impact seen in configurations C4 and C1. Again, this is due to the behavior of the Number of threads C 1 (MPC= 1, VOPC=2) ...... memory ports. In the C1 case, the effective throughput and maximum memory throughput are both 1. In the C4 case, the effective throu hput is 3.02 and the maximum is 4, yielding a 75.5# efficiency. Unfortunately, for the C16 machine, efficiency drops down to G l % (9.74/16) and this makes memory latency more relevant. The speed at which operations are processed inside the vector pipeline exacerbates the effective latency seen for non-unit stride memory accesses. Second, adding more threads in configurations C1 and C4
did not yield any additional speedups. Here, the shape of the curves clearly shows that the more threads, the more likely it is to saturate the very wide functional units present in the architecture. The C16 machine shows that even with a relatively simple machine (the 2 thread case) that is about the same complexity as an RlOOOO in the fetch and decode units, we can achieve a very good EIPC exploiting data level parallelism through the vector unit. Considering the 100 cycle memory latency, the 2-thread machine achieves an EIPC of 11.6, which is about 14 times larger than the average IPC for the RlOOOO (shown in table 3).
Memory Port Occupation
This section will look at the occupation of the memory port(s) of the three configurations under study. Previous work on the DLP paradigm [9, 10, 81 shows that the single most important resource is usually the memory port. There is a direct relationship between the occupation of the address bus and final performance. Figure 3 plots the occupation of the memory port for each configuration. Note that for C1 and C4, the peak occupation is 1, while for C16, the peak occupation is 2. The data shows that both C1 and C4 are making an almost optimal use of their ports. The few 4-6% of port idle time is very difficult to eliminate, once again due to the application of Amdahl's law to the amount of scalar code, and due to stride behavior. For the C16 machine, unfortunately, port occupation is relatively worse, since for 2 threads only achieves 1.36 out of 2. This is due to a couple of effects. First, for such a powerful machine, two threads are not enough to continuously feed the memory ports. Second, as already mentioned, the negative effect of non-unit strides also impacts the rate at which subsequent memory operations can be dispatched.
Summary
This paper has presented a simultaneous multithreaded vector architecture that merges the instruction level parallelism and data level parallelism paradigms. We have shown that the joint use of ILP and DLP techniques on highly regular code (vectorizable code) yields a performance much larger than current superscalar microprocessors. Using the EIPC measure, simulations have shown that the SMV machine achieves an equivalent of 15 to 21 scalar instructions per cycle.
We have presented data for three different SMV configurations, ranging from a low-bandwidth machine able to move one memory word per cycle (Cl) to a mid-range machine moving four words per cycle (C4) up to a very high end machine that can transfer 16 words per cycle (216). Even for the low-end machine, performance of the SMV was 3.39 times larger than the IPC achieved by an R10000. The C4 machine yielded a speedup of 9.6 and the C1G machine went up to a speedup of 27.
Changing the memory latency parameter had only a marginal effect on performance. The C1 and C4 machine showed less than a 2% performance impact when going from a memory system with a latency of 1 cycle to a latency of 100 cycles. In the C16 machine, the effect of memory latency was somewhat larger, around 15%, although small when compared to the 100 fold degradation in memory response time.
The performance achieved does not require very complex fetch and decode hardware. On the contrary, we have shown that with a modest issue control unit EIPCs over 20 are feasible. This control simplicity would have its pay off in allowing a faster cycle time.
The emphasis of this paper has been on fast execution of highly regular (vectorizable) code. Our case is that a vector instruction set able to exploit data level parallelism should be merged with whatever ILP paradigm provides better performance for non-regular code. The resulting architecture would have a very powerful unit (the vector unit) for executing regular numerical code and multimedia intensive tasks at high performance, and would rely on staindard ILP techniques for codes not amenable to the DLP paradigm.
This combination of paradigms yields a very high performance architecture that sustains very large IPC's independently of working set size or locality considerations.
